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Save our Species (SOS)

Fire affected Endangered Species
from many local primary schools. This has included
Berridale, Cooma, Adaminaby, Jindabyne, Cooma Nth,
Dalgety and Khancoban. The children are genuinely
happy to be involved, with Jaime from Berridale saying,
‘I was proud knowing that we are helping an endangered
animal’ and Jarrah from Jindabyne saying he ‘felt like he
was an Eco Warrior’.
The ‘Bogong Mix’ is a specialty mix developed for
Victorian Zoos in collaboration with the Australian wildlife
diet experts, Wombaroo. It is a protein rich mix initially
used in sustaining a Healesville MPP population and
consists of mealworm, macadamia, coconut oil, whey,
soy protein and various minerals designed to replicate
the nutritional composition of the Bogong moth. Once
the biscuits are baked, they are packaged and delivered
weekly to each of the 62 feeding sites located in the
boulder fields.

Mountain pygmy-possum. Photo: M Schroder/DPIE

During the January 2020 bushfires, 30% of Kosciuszko
National Park was burnt. Native animals in the path of the
fire were often unable to escape; and where survival was
possible, they emerged to a denuded landscape of burnt
vegetation and ashes. One such survivor was the iconic
endangered mountain pygmy-possum (MPP) (Burramys
parvus).

Trapping conducted at the Cabramurra sites in early
November revealed a promising return of the MPP
population. Higher than average numbers were recorded,
and it was noted that many females had young in their
pouches. Feeding at these sites will continue until the
juveniles have left the pouch with the hope that this is
coincident with a return of MPP natural food sources.

The MPPs typical habitat is at high altitudes (>1300
metres above sea level) in granite and basalt boulder
landscapes. The MPP populations around Cabramurra
were in the direct line of the Dunns Road fire. Their
habitat was engulfed by the bushfire destroying much of
their food and shade sources; with this potentially having
disastrous implications for the long-term survival of the
geographic Cabramurra MPP population.
Probably, the most important MPPs food source loss,
came from the significant destruction to many large,
ancient mountain plum pines (Podocarpus lawrencei).
These native conifers are slow growing (0.25mm per
year, trunk diameter), long lived (over 400 years) and are
not adapted to fire. The fruit and seeds from these plum
pines are rich in protein and this contributes a critical
component to the MPP diet. In addition, the sprawling
growth habit of the plum pines provides abundant shade,
and keeps the boulders cool for MPPs in hot summers.
Consequently, a decision was made to intervene and
provide the remaining MPP population with a form of
supplementary feeding. The aim was to supply MPPs
coming out of their winter hibernation with assistance to
survive until their natural food sources, particularly the
Bogong moth and small invertebrates, became more
plentiful.
Each week since October a team of Discovery Rangers
has been busily baking Bogong biscuits, with assistance
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Kylie Fuller, NPWS, filling the mountain pygmy-possum feeding
stations with ‘Bogong Mix’ biscuits. Photo: M Battishall/DPIE
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Mountain bike trails in Kosciuszko National Park

Summer tourism increasing
The Snowy Mountains was historically a sleepy
summer hideaway. As snow melts and fades into
a cool distant memory, so too does the hustle and
bustle of tourists apart from a few hardy bushwalkers
and fly fishers. The increasingly popular sport of
mountain biking is recharging summers in the
mountains. Thredbo, with Australia’s only lifted
downhill access trails, is fast getting as busy as
winter, with enthusiastic riders ready to test their skills
on well maintained and closely monitored trails.
The very popular Thredbo Valley Track (TVT), runs
over 40km along the Thredbo River. Eventually
joining the Hatchery Bay track, it links Thredbo to
the township of Jindabyne. Riders of all levels can
find trails to suit their needs, with many other local
trails being maintained by the crew at Jindabyne Trail
Stewardship.
Another popular bike ride is Charlottes Pass to
Rawson Pass, along the Summit Road. Park your
bike at Rawson Pass and hike to the summit of
Mt Kosciuszko. The long uphill push to Rawson
Pass and walk to the summit of Mt Kosciuszko is
rewarded with a cruisy, no-pedallling required ride
from Rawson Pass back to your vehicle at Charlottes

Pass. Unfortunately, recreation can come at a cost to
the environment; with mountain bike trails potentially
leading to trail erosion, disseminating weed and soil
pathogen invasion and habitat fragmentation.
Trail stewards of local mountain bike trails includes
National Parks & Wildlife Service (NPWS) and
Kosciuszko Thredbo (KT) staff. Trails within
Kosciuszko National Park are closely monitored to
mitigate environmental harm. Trail stewards do their
part by maintaining trails and acting upon erosion and
weed issues as they become known.
Bike wash stations are provided at the bottom of
Thredbos Gravity trails and provide an opportunity
for patrons to clean and maintain their bikes, whilst
reducing the opportunity for weed and soil borne
pathogen dispersal. If you have arrived in Thredbo
with a muddy bike, you are advised to wash it before
hitting the trails.
A friendly reminder to patrons that bike access to the
summit of Kosciuszko is only via the Summit Road
from Charlottes Pass. No bike access is permitted
from Thredbo or the Main Range Track via Blue Lake.
Please observe all signs, respect the ‘hiking only’
trails and stick to available bike routes.

Jarrah Browning riding along the Summit Road towards Mt Kosciuszko. Photo: M Battishall/DPIE
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Native vegetation

Sam Noller from Thredbo Resort participating the ‘Keep it Cool’ Tree Planting Day. Photo: Thredbo Resort

Thredbo rolls up its sleeves at the ‘Keep It Cool’ Tree
Planting Day
In winter 2020, Thredbo became an official partner of Keep
it Cool, a local not-for-profit organisation based in the Snowy
Mountains. As part of their charter, Keep it Cool plant trees in
the Snowy Mountains region to improve habitats for wildlife
and draw down carbon from the atmosphere.

staff and other volunteers spent the morning planting and
guarding 1000 native tree saplings and shrubs. Keep it Cool
ran a total of four planting days during spring 2020 and did a
great job at getting locals involved. In Autumn 2021 Keep it
Cool will return to each site to assess survival rates.

In early November 2020, Thredbo staff joined Keep it Cool
for a planting day at a farm property near Dalgety. Thredbo

Thredbo hope to continue their support of Keep it Cool and
offset some of our emissions with them.

Thredbo staff planting native shrubs and saplings near Dalgety. Photo: Thredbo Resort
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Summer 2021

Seaman’s Hut toilet is now complete

The newly constructed Seaman’s Hut toilet. Photo: G Weston/DPIE

Seaman’s Hut and toilet in the background. Photo: J Herlihy/DPIE
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New Seaman’s Hut toilet. Photo: G Weston/DPIE
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Fabulous flora

The beautiful and rare anemone buttercup

Anemone buttercup flower found in Kosciuszko National Park. Photo: R Byrne/DPIE

The anemone buttercup (Ranunculus anemoneus)
comprises but one tincture of the montage of
dazzling alpine wildflowers cherished by visitors to
the Snowy Mountains. The large white flower heads
are quite distinct and often one of the first to bloom
following spring snowmelt. The habitat range for the
anemone extends from the tree line (~1600m) right
up to Mt Kosciuszko where many hikers would have
seen them thriving alongside the Summit Track.
Anemone are found growing on grassy slopes,
amongst rocks or near waterways, preferring southeasterly or easterly aspects which hold the last snow
drifts of the season. As a perennial plant, each winter
as temperatures drop and snow falls, stems and
leaves die back, and the root system waits dormant
in the soil until moisture (snowmelt) and warmer air
stimulate them to reshoot.
In times past, when cattle grazed the alpine
areas, anemone buttercup populations diminished
drastically, being a palatable plant and hence
preferentially grazed, however by 1958 this regular
browsing pressure was removed and the species has
been slowly and steadily recovering.
There are ongoing threats to the survival of the
species, however, and its fragility symbolises
exactly why picking or removing any plant or
animal in national parks is prohibited. With such a
restricted habitat, anemone buttercup is considered
a vulnerable species under both State and
Commonwealth environmental legislation and a
Resort Round-up Autumn 2021

priority for the Saving Our Species program which
undertakes a variety of management actions aimed
to brighten the future for anemone.
Currently, herbivorous pest animals are managed
through baiting and shooting programs, the
encroachment of competitive invasive plants is
mitigated through weed detection and removal and
all development within potential habitat undergoes
environmental assessment for the species.
Known anemone populations are surveyed annually
to monitor changes in plant distribution, abundance
and health, and new populations are searched for in
suitable habitat. Additionally, seed is collected where
appropriate to secure genetic records of the plant.
These processes are in place and making progress in
supporting the survival of the species.
There are always greater threats to the anemone
buttercup and its fellow endemic alpine species,
with increases in average annual temperatures and,
therefore, decreased seasonal snow cover, which
anemone is heavily reliant upon. Increasing incidence
of high intensity bushfire events also poses a
significant risk to the longevity of the species, having
evolved in what has historically been a low frequency
fire environment. Despite this, anemone buttercup
continues to welcome one and all to the high country
in cheerful, vibrant flower through the warmer
months. So perhaps next time you walk by a lovely
anemone flower, pause to appreciate its beauty and
tenacity and say hello back!
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Reduce, reuse, recycle

Snowy Mountains litter
prevention strategy

Diverting organic waste
from landfill

The local community group Sustainable Snowies and
Jindabyne Chamber of Commerce have received
funding from the NSW Environment Protection
Authority (EPA) through ‘Community Litter Grants’ to
engage a project officer to develop a litter prevention
strategy for the Snowy Mountains. The objective of
this strategy is to reduce litter in the Snowy Mountains
region by 50% by 2025 through developing an
evidence based, long-term litter prevention strategy
with established plans, targets and actions.
The project plans to deliver on this target by:
• researching best management practices
• conducting litter surveys across the region
• consulting and working with the community and
organisations to develop a Strategy
• developing litter prevention plans, targets and
trials for local hotspot areas
• developing resource materials and a ‘Litter
prevention toolkit’ for small businesses and
community groups to assist them in preventing
litter.
The project commenced at the beginning of 2021
with Project Officer Amber Gault starting off with local
litter checks ranging from Berridale to Thredbo. These
checks will help to identify ‘hot spot’ litter areas that
can be targeted in the project.
Along with the litter checks, Amber has also held a stall
with Edwina Lowe, Snowy Monaro Regional Council’s
Resource and Waste Education Officer, at Nuggets
Crossing Jindabyne to inform the public about the
project and to gain local insights on litter in the region.
Keep up to date with the litter prevention project by
following Sustainable Snowies on Facebook.

Compost generated by Thredbo. Photo: Thredbo Resort

Organic material recycling was introduced at Thredbo
in 2015. In 2020 a new Closed Loop organics recycling
machine was installed that has doubled the capacity for
food waste recycling.
The Closed Loop machine heats and rotates food waste
to encourage the composting process. In as little as 24
hours, food waste volumes are reduced by up to 90%
and transformed into nutrient-rich compost.
The larger machine has allowed Thredbo to expand food
waste recycling service to staff lunch rooms in addition to
the cafes, restaurants, larger lodges and apartments that
are already involved in the program. Signage has been
installed in staff areas to indicate what can and cannot go
into the resort’s food waste machine, in a bid to increase
organics recycling within the resort.
Currently the compost generated by Thredbo is being
used to improve soil quality outside of Kosciuszko
National Park and the plan is to gain certification to be
able to use the compost in resort for future plantings.

Amber and Edwina at the community engagement stall,
Jindabyne. Photo: A Schweiger/Biota Sustainability
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In addition to waste initiatives, the environmental team
have been working on revegetation around the new car
park. The revegetation project has involved erosion and
sediment control as well as planting native shrubs and
grasses. All shrubs were planted with fertiliser tablets,
tree guards and cable tied to protect them from animals.
A watering system was also installed to increase the
survival rate of the plantings. Across the resort, the team
has also been using mulch created from fallen trees from
a significant storm in July 2020. While many trees in
Thredbo suffered significant damage in the winter storm,
they haven’t gone to waste.
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Did you know...?

Drone use in park
Please remember, national parks all around New South
Wales are NO Drone Zones.

Green Caffeen
a win—win for the Snowies

Drones can be a nuisance to other park users and the
native animals and birds.
During winter the resort areas are of particular concern.
Not only are they within the national park, they are
also busy public areas which are within proximity of
helicopter landing pads.
Rescue helicopters frequent the resort skies in winter.
Essential for the survival of many ski accident victims,
they often fly low to avoid bad weather and always
with a real sense of urgency. The pilots require a safe
airspace to do their job.
Please refrain from sending your drone into the skies in
the national park, and when in the resorts, think of the
rescue heli pilots, who risk their lives to save others.
For more information, visit the:
• Civil Aviation Safety Authority
• Environment, Energy and Science Drones in parks

Perisher Ski Resort update
At Perisher we love our mountains and are committed
to conserving our beautiful environment for a bright
and sustainable future! Here’s what we’ve been up to:
• We conducted weed control, targeting juncus and
barbarea and some areas with lupin and St Johns
wort were also on the radar.
• Revegetation continued over the summer to
rehabilitate project areas including Leichhardt
Quad Chairlift and other plantings were
undertaken to improve habitat connectivity.
Hundreds of Eucalypts were also planted
throughout the resort in a bid to
re-establish areas that have been heavily
impacted by dieback.
• We continued working towards our EpicPromise:
Zero Waste to Landfill by 2030 goal. This
includes dedicated recycling programs for soft
plastics and disposable masks. Small-scale
composting systems were introduced to work
areas, which will reduce food waste to landfill.
• Perisher’s involvement in the Sustainable
Snowies group continues, providing support for
the newly appointed Litter Prevention Officer.
This is a position funded by a NSW EPA Grant
under the Waste Less, Recycle More initiative.
The project aims to reduce litter in the local
Snowies region, including ski resort areas.
For more information on Perisher’s environmental
initiatives and programs, please email us.
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Green Caffeen cups are now available from many venues including
Parc Cafe, Snowy Region Visitor Centre, Jindabyne
Photo: T Scanlon/DPIE

Did you know that over 1.2 billion disposable coffee cups
are used each year in Australia, 90% of which end up in
landfill or as litter?

Fortunately, there is now a better way.
Green Caffeen is a reusable café cup system. It is free for
businesses, and free for coffee drinkers, and it is now in
the Snowy Mountains.

How does it work?
•

Download the Green Caffeen app on your phone

•

Use the app to scan the Green Caffeen symbol at
your favourite café

•

Buy your beverage of choice

•

Return the cup to that café or any of the 500+ Green
Caffeen cafes in NSW/ACT and they’ll give you a new
clean one

•

Repeat, and help make a difference

Where is it?
So far there are 18 cafes signed up, with 40 expected to
be signed up over the next year.
Locations include Jindabyne, Berridale, Perisher, Thredbo
and Nimmitabel.

More information

Find out more, including detailed locations of cafes, at
Green Caffeen.
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Environmental health in Kosciuszko National Park

Water cooling systems and public health legislation
Water cooling systems are used in the snowmaking
process to reduce the temperature of water and
increase efficiency by reducing evaporative losses
when water is released into the atmosphere.
In 2018, NSW Health changed the Public Health
Regulation 2012 to require that all cooling
water systems be managed according to AS/
NZS:3666.3:2011 – Air Handling and water systems
of buildings – Performance-based maintenance of
cooling water systems.
The risk management approach requires the individual
characteristics and unique risks of each cooling
water system to be assessed and controlled. Key
requirements of the risk management approach
include: the preparation of a risk management plan
(RMP) every five years (or more frequently if required);
annual independent auditing of compliance with the
RMP and Regulation; providing certificates of RMP

completion to the relevant jurisdictional authority;
monthly sampling and testing for Legionella and
heterotrophic colony counts; notifying the relevant
jurisdictional authority when laboratory results show
a Legionella count ≥ 1000 colony forming units per
megalitre (cfu/mL) or heterotrophic colony count ≥
5,000,000 cfu/mL and displaying a unique
identification number on all cooling towers.
Section 13H of the Public Health Regulation 2012
says of the above requirements, ‘a cooling water
system that is used solely for making snow is exempt
from the operation of Division 2 of Part 3 of the Act’.
If you have any questions about public health
legislation for water cooling systems, contact Kelsey
Boreham, Resorts Environmental Services Team, on
(02) 64505665 or kelsey.boreham@environment.nsw.
gov.au

Water cooling towers used in the snowmaking process, Thredbo Ski Resort. Photo: H Smith/DPIE
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COVID-19 testing

Farina, Clinical Nurse Specialist

Don’t delay a
COVID-19 test.
> Get tested immediately, even with the mildest symptom
> It’s free, quick and easy
> Most people get their result within 24 hours

For the latest information about COVID-19 visit nsw.gov.au
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Great news!

Freedom for ‘Pepper’ the spotted-tailed quoll
We first met ‘Pepper’ the spotted-tailed quoll (Dasyurus
maculatus) in the last issue of Resort Round-up. In May
2020 a staff member of Thredbo saw an unusual and
slow moving furry creature on the slopes of Thredbo
Resort.
Malnourished, injured and vulnerable, the endangered
spotted-tailed quoll needed some serious TLC. After
months of recovery in a LOAKO (Looking After Our
Kosciuszko Orphans) wildlife care facility, Pepper was
finally declared fit, healthy and ready to return to the wild.
An established quoll monitoring site was chosen as
the perfect home for Pepper. The concealed location is
deep in the lower snowy wilderness, in a verdant riparian
zone with as many as 30 other quolls residing in the
surrounding area. In mid September members from the
‘Saving our Species’ team in Jindabyne transported
Pepper to the site for release. Wildlife camera monitoring
continues to record an active population of quolls at the
site, and Pepper is now safely among them.

‘Pepper’ the spotted-tailed quoll was found near the base of the
Kosciuszko Express Chairlift, Thredbo Village. Photo: C Smith

‘Pepper’ the spotted-tailed quoll emerging from the travel case and discovering his new environment. Photo: M Schroder/DPIE
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‘Pepper’ the spotted-tailed quoll

Recovered and healthy, ‘Pepper’ explores his new home. Photo: M Schroder/DPIE
Resort Round-up Autumn 2021
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Working together

Snow gum dieback update

Jozef Meyers, ANU Honours Student, trapping the wood-boring longicorn beetles. Photo: M Battishall/DPIE
Snow gum dieback continues to expand and cause
major impacts in both resort areas and other locations
from Australian Capital Territory (ACT), the Snowy
Mountains and south to the Victorian Alps.
Australian National University (ANU) researchers and
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE)
staff have done a lot of work on the issue over the last
year.

detailed descriptions of dieback severity, stand
density and composition of understorey species.
Trapping of insects (seen in above image) across affected
and unaffected sites will inform researchers more about
the characteristics and timing of emergence of adult
longicorn beetles. It will also help to determine the
species most prevalent in the sub alpine zone.

•

identify the timing of past outbreaks and their
association with external stressors, such as drought,
temperature and historical disturbance

ANU has created its own website SOSnowgum
dedicated to the research of snow gum dieback. Here
they have a citizen science opportunity to report evidence
of dieback in snow gums from wherever your adventure
may take you. Simply upload a photo
of the evidence of dieback onto their
online survey and be a part of this
important research!

•

map the severity of snow gum dieback across
several impacted regions and undertake ground
truthing to improve accuracy. Surveys will provide

ANU will soon release a Save A Snow
Gum app for Android and iPhone’s to
simplify the process even further.

ANU researcher Matthew Brookhouse and his team at
Fenner School of Environment and Society successfully
obtained Environmental Trust funding to expand research
on the issue. Their project will:
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Wooden stave water pipes pipes from the Charlotte Pass Road

Wood Stave water piping was used initially at both Charlottes Pass and Sponars Chalet, formerly Hotel Kosciuszko. Wood Stave piping was
used for both water supply lines and sewerage pipes. Long planks of hard wood, usually Eucalyptus planks, were interlocked and wrapped
tightly with steel wire. When kept saturated this piping has a very long lifespan, usually hindered by the strength of the steel wire. The pipe
was usually buried to help maintain saturation. Once exposed and left to dry out the timber would decay. The wooden pipeline at Hotel
Kosciuszko was replaced in 1949, with a gravity fed steel pipeline, which is still in use today. Sections of the wooden pipeline can be seen
around the area below Rainbow Lake, and around the Charlottes Pass resort. Photo: G Weston/DPIE
Resort Round-up Autumn 2021
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Stay safe

Do the right thing – always
check in

More information
www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19
© NSW Health November 2020.
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Public health

COVID-19 update
It is difficult to make predictions this far out from the 2021
winter snow season regarding COVID-19 restrictions
and the impact this may have on the resorts. On the one
hand, there is the spread of COVID-19 in the northern
hemisphere and the mutation of the virus to a more
virulent form; and on the other, Australia has been largely
successful in controlling community transmission via
quarantining, sanitation and record keeping measures.
In addition, there is the optimism of vaccines and the
possibility of herd immunity changing the landscape and
hopefully returning things closer to normal.

Do we need to use cleaning products
marketed as killing COVID-19 in the
cleaning and sanitising program?

Consequently, we will not make predictions but rather
provide some of the interesting enquiries made by
stakeholders over the last year.

is likely to render the surface permeable and this, in turn,

Can the entire area of adjoining dining
and living spaces be used to calculate
permitted numbers?
Hotels and clubs must segment areas in the calculation
of permitted numbers in designated spaces. In lodges
this can be more of a grey area but providing the area
under assessment is less than 200 square metres, then
whole of the area can be included for the calculation.

The Public Health Order does not override the sanitising
requirements for food contact surfaces that are outlined
in the Food Standards Code. If a cleaning chemical is
damaging the lacquer of a table or food contact surface,
we would recommend ceasing to use the product, as it
will diminish future sanitising activities. See
guidance on cleaning and disinfection.

How do I sanitise porous surfaces such
as the fabric on chairs and the raw
wood in a sauna?
Disinfectant on a porous surface is not suitable as they
rely on a contact time to achieve disinfection. The fabric
on chairs can be regularly wiped clean with detergent

Is a lodge ‘tourist accommodation’? If
so, must it display a QR code and apply
capacity rules to the common areas?

and when needed the cover can be removed and steam

If the lodge is not defined as tourist accommodation,
then what category is it considered to be?

users shower before using the sauna. There are special

If a lodge is classified as ‘Hotels and accommodation’, it
must have a COVID-19 Safety Plan and comply with the
two square metre rule in floor space in communal areas,
and display a QR code. If it is, if categorised as ‘holiday
homes and holiday rentals’, in rural areas, up to 50
people are permitted and the square metres rule does
not apply. A lodge can use a general COVID-19 Safety
Plan and must have a QR code for record-keeping
purposes.

hydrogen peroxide (3 percent solution). Hydrogen

The answer to this depend on how the business
has registered their ABN and the included business
description.

customers ordering or collecting have

Are food courts required to undertake
record-keeping?

cleaned.
Saunas can be challenging, and it is recommended that
sauna cleaning agents on the market, with this including
peroxide will decompose into water and oxygen
during evaporation – both harmless substances. When
buying sauna cleaners, you should always follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations and use the products
as prescribed.

In a takeaway-only food shop, do

to give contact details via a QR code?

If customers are just ordering or picking up food, record
keeping is not required. Businesses must still ensure

No, However, the latest advice in the COVID-19 Safety
Operating Plan for Restaurants and Cafes states that
food courts should consider registering their business.

physical separation is practiced in accordance with the

How do I dispose of waste material
from cleaning, disinfecting and person
protection in non-healthcare settings?

NSW Health is the lead agency in the State COVID-19

Waste material in the above scenario should be double
bagged and can be disposed of in general waste.

two square metre rule.

response and the most likely to provide up-to-date
responses to enquiries given the frequent amendments
to the Public Health (COVID-19 Restrictions on Gathering
and Movement) Order 2020. The Public Health Unit can
be contacted on 1300 066 055.
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Mountain biking in the Snowies

Adventures for everyone!

Mountain bikers enjoying one of the many Thredbo trails. Photo: Thredbo Resort

The Mountain Biking Season is more popular than ever in
the Snowies each summer.
With an ever increasing number of trails being constructed,
bikes have access to more terrain than ever before. Many
of the Snowy Mountains trails are located within the
Kosciuszko National Park. While there are many shared
bike/hike trails in the lower altitudes of the park such as
the Thredbo Valley Track (TVT) and the Cascades Trail, up
in the alpine zone, it’s a different story.
When heading to the alpine areas, please note that there
are only limited bike friendly trails.
The alpine environment cannot sustain mountain bikes on
the trails due to the:
•

easily erodible soils,

•

sensitive ecosystems

•

high volumes of foot traffic along narrow paths.
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Bike access to the summit of Mt Kosciuszko is from
Charlottes Pass along the Summit road only. Ride from
Charlottes Pass to Rawsons Pass, park your bike at the
provided bike racks and take a short hike to the summit.
There is no bike access beyond the Thredbo resort to the
summit, as it is a narrow, walking-only track.
Two very popular walking-only trails include the Main
Range Track via Blue Lake and the lovely trail to Porcupine
Rocks.
As technology advances, more riders are using trail map
apps, such as Trailforks and Strava, to find the local trails
and to log their rides. Before heading out on any trail, it is
your responsibility to ensure you are riding on a trail which
permits bikes. Just a reminder, that if you upload your
ride on these apps, everyone can see it, including NPWS.
When heading into the national park to ride your bike,
please obey all signs and stick to the trails which allow
bike access.
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